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FOUR DECADES OF
PIONEERING SAFETY
The Finnish Mipro Group is a well-established
and continually growing specialist in operation
management systems and functional safety
solutions. The company is headquartered in Mikkeli,
Finland, with subsidiary offices in Oulu and Espoo,
Finland.
Our main products are safety related systems (SRS)
for rail traffic and industrial processes, and water
and energy management control systems. The
planning of comprehensive systems and application
development are the core of our operations. Most
of the deliveries are turnkey projects and include
equipment, installation services, and commissioning.
Our systems are device- and application-independent,
which ensures flexibility and facilitates seamless
integration with the client’s other systems. Our
solutions are used to control and supervise
hundreds of sites in Finland and around the world.
In addition to systems, we offer unique service
packages for the lifecycle management of our
clients’ investments. The lifecycle management
service is customised for each client, the highest
service level being 24/7 support. The service
maximises the lifespan of the investment,
and ensures cost-efficient use of the systems
throughout their lifecycle.

MAXIMUM SAFETY
Our over-riding goal is to establish long-term
client partnerships. Many of our clients have
used our services for decades. Our reliability and
flexibility is well proven, and we always complete
projects on schedule.
Our operations are managed in accordance with an
integrated management system certified according
to ISO 9001 standard, and an environmental
system certified according to ISO 14001 standard.
In safety related systems (SRS), we have a safety
management system that complies with the safety
standards applied in the railway sector.
Mipro Oy is the only Nordic-based company and
one of the few railway safety system suppliers
in the world whose safety management system
meets the requirements of the highest Safety
Integrity Level (SIL 4).
When you need a reliable expert in safety and
environmental technology, look no further.
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TESTED SAFETY ON
ALL CONTINENTS

Mipro has delivered safety related systems for the
chemical, energy, mining, metal, and other industries
worldwide. Our largest international projects have in
recent years been related to the safety systems of
automated mines, at sites where conditions pose a
special challenge. These projects were implemented
in co-operation with major international companies.

Since the 1990s, we have had a central role in the
modernisation and replacement of the signalling
and traffic control systems of the Finnish railway
network to make it compatible with European
standards. Mipro is truly one of the leading Finnish
suppliers in the field.

Our water and energy management systems are in
use for example in industrial waste water treatment
plants in China and Russia. In Vietnam, our systems
are used to control and monitor the production of
drinking water. In Finland, Mipro’s systems manage
water supply and treatment processes at over 150
sites all over the country.

MIPRO’S EMPLOYEES ARE
HIGHLY MOTIVATED AND
KNOW THEIR JOB INSIDE OUT.
– A satisfied customer –
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WORLD-CLASS
RAILWAY SAFETY

Mipro is a pioneer in and a leading supplier of railway
systems in Finland and the other Nordic countries. We
are the only company in Scandinavia that provides rail
safety related systems that meet the highest Safety
Integrity Level (SIL 4).
Our main products are traffic control and interlocking
systems for main lines, regional lines, and railway
yards, all tailored to each client’s specific needs.
Our systems operate independently of all specific
applications and devices, and will therefore be
compatible with other systems the client uses.
Unique lifecycle management services are also
available for rail traffic solutions.

MIPRO’S SOLUTIONS CAN BE INTEGRATED
WITH OTHER SYSTEMS, WITHOUT ANY
COMPATIBILITY PROBLEMS.
– A satisfied customer –
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Our solutions are used to control and supervise
more than half of all rail traffic routes in Finland: our
interlocking systems control over 2000 km of track,
and our traffic control systems over 3000 km of track.
We have also modernised the interlocking and traffic

control systems and communication solutions of
Finland’s largest marshalling yard in Ilmala. The sixtyhectare area contains a total of 70 km of rail track.
In 2013, we were chosen as the supplier of the
Kokkola–Ylivieska signalling system project. The
project is among the largest ever implemented in
Finland, and includes modernisation of the old tracks
and the signalling systems of the new double track
between 2013 and 2017.
Furthermore, we were selected to modernise
Western Finland’s remote control system (TAKO)
which controls the railway traffic in an area covering
approximately a quarter of the Finnish rail network
- about 1400 track kilometres. These are examples
of major rail traffic projects which Mipro has won
through highly competitive international tenders.
In Europe and the Middle East we co-operate with
local partners.
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CLEANER WATER MEANS
CLEANER ENVIRONMENT
MIPRO UNDERSTANDS THE
DEVELOPMENT AND NEEDS
OF WATER SUPPLY AND
TREATMENT SERVICES.
– A satisfied customer –

Water supply services involve constant preparation
and risk management. Water must be supplied
and purified without disruptions in all conditions,
despite dwindling resources and even more
stringent legislation.
With over 35 years of experience, Mipro is one
of Finland’s leading turnkey suppliers of water
management systems. We deliver tools and services
for all modern water supply processes, including
production and distribution of clean water, pumping
and treatment of waste water, and remote use of
plants. Our systems are used at over 150 sites in
Finland and abroad.
Mipro’s strong expertise in reliability, preparation,
and the control of water processes and the ability
to integrate various applications and automation
systems allow our clients to gather information
across institutional and municipal borders.
Information is processed, published and delivered
to various interest groups as reports or real-time
on-site displays. Correct information of the current
situation also provides tools for meaningful
development, whether relating to process control,
energy efficiency, preventive maintenance, or
communications.
Our system deliveries also include comprehensive
lifecycle support services.
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CO-OPERATION WITH MIPRO
IS SEAMLESS, AND PROJECTS
ALWAYS EXCEED EXPECTATIONS.
– A satisfied customer –
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SAFETY FOR INDUSTRIAL
OPERATIONS
Systems relating to the functional safety of
industrial processes is part of Mipro’s core
competence. We have delivered safety related
systems for the energy, chemical, metal, and mining
industries for over 30 years. For the chemical
industry, we have delivered programmable safety
systems such as protection systems for the
manufacturing process of hydrogen peroxide.
For the energy industry, we have delivered boiler
protection and burner control applications. We have
delivered safety systems for automated mines for
sites with highly demanding conditions. Our systems
for supervising the safety of mining operations are
in use as far afield as Chile, South Africa, Australia
and Canada.
Our expertise is wide-ranging, as in addition to
system planning, Mipro Group provides consultancy
and assessment services relating to functional
safety. In SRS, we apply procedures according to 
IEC 61508 standards.
Close co-operation with industrial customers
and HIMA, the world’s leading safety automation
manufacturer, ensures that Mipro has a wideranging expertise and deep understanding of the
needs of industrial clients and safety requirements
of processes. Our system solutions for the process
industry and safety automation are among the best
in terms of usability. They are based on international
safety automation standards, are highly reliable and
flexible, and adapt well to lifecycle changes.

MIPRO HAS EXTENSIVE EXPERTISE
IN SAFETY REQUIREMENTS AND
PROCESSES.
– A satisfied customer –

